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Keep up the Good Work!
Students were hard at work this week as they began the last few 
weeks before break. From learning about matter in 6th grade 
Science, to discussing immigration at the turn of the 20th 
century in 8th grade Social Studies, our students had a busy week. 
We’re proud of all of your continued hard work! 

PTA Announcements
Pictures are being backpacked today! Information about viewing 
all proofs and placing an order can be found in your child’s 
envelope.

This year, we are creating the new position of Class Parent. This 
is an exciting opportunity to become more involved in your 
child’s education and overall experience at Yorkville East. If you 
are interested in being the Class Parent for your child’s class this 
current 2018-2019 school year, please complete the form https://
goo.gl/forms/qNgfAeB6MGsS5V2r2
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Upcoming Events 

Monday 

• Open Gym @ 8am 
• M.Y. After-School 

Tuesday 

• ELA Breakfast from 
8am-9am 

• M.Y. After-School 

Wednesday 

• Open Gym @ 8am 
• M.Y. After-School 

Thursday 

• Open Gym @ 8am 
• M.Y. After-School 

Friday 

• Open Gym @ 8am 
• M.Y. After-School
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Wednesday, 12/19 at 8:45am, PTA General Meeting - Please join us at the upcoming PTA meeting 
at which we will review our current budget and discuss how best to increase it and engage the parent 
body. Bring a friend and your ideas!

MS177 YEMS Annual Fund - Please keep YEMS in mind this holiday season and contribute to the 
Annual Fund to help reach the PTA goal of 100% family participation. Every contribution counts and 
will go toward further teacher professional development, critical educational materials (i.e. books) and 
parent engagement events. Spread the word!

As always, please go to the school website to donate at www.ms177.org/giving and to learn more 
about the PTA at www.ms177.org/pta.  

Getting to Know Your Adolescent
10 Things to Expect in Middle School 

Many parents often ask us what’s normal in the middle school years. Dr. Lisa Damour, psychologist, 
describes a few typical behaviors to expect throughout your child’s middle school years. Over the next 
few months, we will be going deeper into how to cope with some of the behaviors noted below.

Bedrooms become hideouts. Middle schoolers are feeling the need to pull away from parents and 
seek privacy. Allow them to do so, but with very clear expectations.

Difficulty Sleeping. Teenagers experience ‘sleep-phase’ delay in which their body wants to stay awake 
longer and sleep in later in the morning. As a parent, you can help by having homework completed early 
in the evening, not over scheduling and turning off all technology at least 30 minutes prior to bed.

Last Minute Homework Crisis. Unlike elementary school, middle school projects tend to be more 
difficult and are spread over a longer period of time. Help your child to break the large tasks into 
smaller ones to be checked off when completed.

Academic Disappointment. Middle school teachers may provide stronger, sometimes harsher 
feedback than that to which the child is accustomed. Remind them the brain is a muscle and will grow 
with continued effort.

Peer Crushes. Often middle schoolers will talk about their crushes simply in hopes of feeling 
included. Make sure you emphasize the importance of healthy relationships and how one should treat 
and be treated by others.

Class Constant Phone Usage. Children this age feel the need to be constantly connected to friends. 
As a family, you can create ‘phone free’ times such as mealtime, vacations or activities.  

Emotions on high alert. It is a scientific fact the teenage brain has a stronger reaction to emotions 
than at other times of life. Validate feelings and offer positive coping strategies.

http://www.ms177.org/giving
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Frenemies. At this age, friends run hot and cold. Help your child to develop strategies to be polite, yet 
keep a safe distance from peers when necessary.

Complaining about school. Middle schoolers feel like they have less freedom than when in elementary 
school. Lend a sympathetic ear and acknowledge their frustration.

Wonderful new mind! Teenagers are developing the ability to go from concrete thinking to abstract 
reasoning. They are now able to grasp theoretical concepts and experience self reflection. Enjoy this time 
and learn from their original insights. 

Source: “What to Expect in Middle School” by Lisa Damour, Ph.D (yourteenmag.com) 

Class Corner
Students at Yorkville East accomplished a lot this week! Over dinner or while walking to the subway, be sure to ask 
your child about what they are learning in school!

6th Grade:

ELA: In ELA, we conducted a read aloud and analyzed two movie clips to more closely examine the 
relationship between characters and setting.

Social Studies: In 6th grade Social Studies, students completed their study of Ancient Mesopotamia 
and analyzed the significance of myths and legends from that era.

Math: 6th grade has completed a fraction unit and is preparing to explore decimals.

Science: This week we started exploring and discussing matter.

Spanish: Students practiced decoding paragraphs using language learning strategies. They introduced 
themselves in complete Spanish sentences and are beginning to use Spanish greetings. 

Physical Education: Students are currently working on a fitness circuit workout where they have to 
complete an exercise and create goals for each exercise. 

Art: 6th grade artists are continuing to work on drawing their self portraits. 

7th Grade:

ELA: In 7th grade ELA, students began their nonfiction book club unit. They chose nonfiction chapter 
books to read and learned strategies to determine the central idea of a nonfiction text. They also launched 
independent writing projects.
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Social Studies: In 7th grade Social Studies, students began their study of the American Revolution and 
examined primary sources from the Boston Tea Party.

Math: 7th graders were introduced to percents and they compared battery percentages to see which had 
the longest battery life. Fun stuff ! 

Science: 7th grade is looking at different perspectives regarding space travel. 

Spanish: Students practiced decoding paragraphs using language learning strategies. They introduced 
themselves in complete Spanish sentences and are beginning to use Spanish greetings.

Physical Education: Students are currently working on a fitness circuit workout where they have to 
complete an exercise and create goals for each exercise. 

Art: 7th grade artists are finishing their pen and ink exquisite corpse drawings.  

8th Grade:

ELA: This week in ELA, 8th graders revised their literary essays for analysis, counterclaims, and areas 
where they were seeking personal growth.

Social Studies: In 8th grade Social Studies, students continued their study of immigration to the United 
States at the turn of the twentieth century. 

Math: In 8th grade Algebra I, students have been looking at the difference between equations and 
inequalities, and learning strategies to solve both types. New ideas have included visual models, and what 
to do when variables are on both sides of the equal sign/inequality symbol. 

Science: 8th grade has been learning about the Endocrine system and how glands function in the body. 

Spanish: Students practiced decoding paragraphs using language learning strategies. They introduced 
themselves in complete Spanish sentences and are beginning to use Spanish greetings. 

Physical Education: Students are currently working on a fitness circuit workout where they have to 
complete an exercise and create goals for each exercise. 

Art: 8th grade artists are mixing tints, shades, and muted colors to express a chosen feeling.

Health: Students are currently in the drugs and alcohol unit and are learning about the effects of alcohol 
and how it can impact your life.
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